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Abstract
This study investigated performance variability when graduate students critically appraised original studies from a systematic
review. Fourteen doctoral students from different academic programs, with no systematic review experience, received
training on the Methodological Quality Questionnaire (MQQ) rating scale. Participants were mostly male (71%) and nonnative English speakers (79%). Each rater was randomly assigned one original study to independently assess using the MQQ.
Their scores were compared to an expert rater. Statistical analysis comprised the following: percentage of agreement (POA),
Kappa coefficient, and Kendall’s tau-b correlation. On the completed MQQ rating scale, 43% of the novice raters had a
POA of 78% or higher with the expert rater. From this case study, a guide for improving training on methodological quality
assessment was developed. Benefits include the following: (a) developing and supporting critical reasoning as well as problemsolving skills and (b) increasing research skills and competencies in the systematic review process.
Keywords
Methodological Quality Questionnaire, training, systematic review, rater bias, higher education
Evidence-based practice and policy demand a systematic and
rigorous approach for critically evaluating bodies of empirical studies on a specific topic. One platform for judging
study quality is the systematic literature review, or systematic review, whose primary task is to evaluate “a field’s
knowledge claims while recognizing omissions, limits, and
untested assumptions” (Rousseau et al., 2008, p. 479). In
brief, systematic reviews synthesize evidence, identify gaps
in the literature, and suggest productive lines of research that
will increase knowledge and understanding, improve evidence-based decisions and choices, and in the long term support positive social change and better services (Andrews,
2005; Moja et al., 2005; Popay et al., 1998).
Evaluating a field’s knowledge claims, in other words,
conducting systematic reviews, requires judging the methodological quality of the studies producing those claims.
Reviewers, therefore, are left with the tasks of establishing
what constitutes “quality” in the context of each review, and
which criteria, tools, and strategies to utilize for determining
that quality. Having selected these quality measures, a key
aspect, then, is how to enhance internal validity while minimizing error and bias when critically appraising original
(primary) studies in a review.
Error and bias are sources of uncertainty in original
research and in research syntheses as well. For systematic
reviews, just as for original studies, error and bias can

negatively impact data interpretation and seriously distort
inferences drawn from study findings. In other words, error
and bias are threats to validity and undermine the trustworthiness of the authors’ conclusions, inferred either from an
individual empirical study or multiple studies in a systematic
review. Specifically, random error (variability) affects measurement precision; systematic error (bias) affects measurement accuracy (Dunn, 2004).
This study assessed whether structured training combined
with practice using a rating scale can reduce error and bias
when judging the quality of studies. To carry out this assessment, 14 doctoral students with little or no systematic review
experience (i.e., novice reviewers) were trained to critically
appraise the quality of individual original studies within a
systematic review. The instrument employed for the appraisal
process was a rating scale, the Methodological Quality
Questionnaire (MQQ).
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Given that assessing study quality is a core principle of
systematic reviews (Petticrew, 2015), checklists and/or rating scales such as the MQQ are useful for the following: (a)
diagnosing and assessing potential bias in the original study
and (b) minimizing systematic reviewer bias during the coding and rating processes. The first item relates to the internal
validity of the appraisal tool itself. The second item relates to
raters’ capacity for applying the conventions and decision
rules as described in the MQQ criteria and rater training. In
brief, instruments such as the MQQ allow us to assess study
quality, make comparisons across studies in a body of
research, and draw valid conclusions.

helps? What harms? Based on what evidence (http://www.
campbellcollaboration.org/)?” resulting in “Trusted evidence.
Informed decisions. Better health (http://www.cochrane.
org/).” Systematic reviews also matter to policymakers
(positioning funding streams), administrators (allocating
resources), and research teams (building hypotheses, developing explanatory theories, identifying “what works,” and
diagnosing gaps in the empirical evidence). At a more proximal level, systematic reviews matter to practitioners/clinicians seeking to increase their professional knowledge and
effectiveness (see Cooper & Hedges, 2009; Gough et al.,
2017; Littell, 2008; Oakley, 2003; Petticrew & Roberts, 2006;
Saini & Scholonsky, 2012).

Systematic Review: Definition
The term systematic review at times has been misused and
misappropriated (Bearman et al., 2012). Therefore, this study
invokes the description of systematic review proffered by
Moher et al. (2009; Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic
Reviews and Meta-analyses [PRISMA]—the PRISMA definition was adopted from the Cochrane Collaboration):
A systematic review is a review of a clearly formulated question
that uses systematic and explicit methods to identify, select, and
critically appraise relevant research and to collect and analyze
data from the studies that are included in the review. Statistical
methods (meta-analysis) may or may not be used to analyze and
summarize the results of the included studies. (1)

In other words, “Systematic reviews are observational studies, in which prior studies are treated as sampling units and
units of analysis” (Littell, 2008, p. 5).
Why investigate error and bias in systematic reviews?
Primarily, to strengthen conclusions and reduce uncertainty
(Littell et al., 2008; Petticrew & Roberts, 2006). Secondarily,
although the number of published systematic reviews has
increased in the social sciences, traditional narratives or
nonsystematic literature reviews continue to hold sway
(Bearman et al., 2012; Littell, 2013). Their value, together
with their increased popularity, suggests that systematic
reviews are invaluable tools for advancing evidence-based
knowledge. Furthermore, systematic reviews have incorporated
increasingly
sophisticated
methodologies.
International research networks such as the Cochrane or
Campbell Collaborations, for instance, continually develop/
refine standards for conducting systematic reviews, regularly assemble expert evidence review teams, and produce/
archive systematic reviews.
Systematic reviews matter in the social sciences, not
merely because they afford a replicable method for advancing
knowledge and clinical practice (Littell, 2013). Systematic
reviews matter because, with these resources, review teams
can produce research to promote and support social change in
the areas of health, education, social welfare, criminal justice,
and international development by investigating and disseminating high-quality evidence based on focal questions: “What

Systematic Reviews and Methodological
Quality: Training Reviewers/Raters
Despite the increasing number of systematic reviews in doctoral dissertations, very little is known about training students, who are novice researchers, to assess study quality.
For example, according to the ProQuest Dissertations and
Theses Global database, between the years 1999 and 2016,
650 meta-analyses or systematic reviews were conducted for
dissertations. Seventy percent were done between the years
2010 and 2016. This statistic highlights the growth of
research synthesis among novice researchers.
Yet, a search of the research synthesis literature utilizing
the electronic databases PubMed, Medline Complete, and
EBSCO Academic Search Complete produced only two
studies (McGuire et al., 1985; Oremus et al., 2012) on the
topic of training reviewers, hereinafter referred to as raters,
to assess individual study quality in systematic reviews. Both
studies (a) recruited convenience samples from course
cohorts, students with no previous experience assessing original study quality, and (b) investigated rater agreement (interrater reliability).
In the first study, McGuire et al. (1985) posed the question: Can methodological quality of original studies from
systematic reviews/meta-analyses be appraised reliably? The
authors (McGuire et al., 1985) proposed, then, to determine
whether a weighting system employed in a meta-analysis
approach could be applied to a random sample of 10 original
studies from a published meta-analysis. The researchers
asked two rater groups to rank order the studies by quality
from best to worst using a blinded copy of the methods section from each original study. The methodology rater group
comprised six advanced-level graduate students enrolled in a
research methodology course. The substantive expert group
comprised six nationally recognized researchers in the topic
area of the meta-analysis. The student and expert groups
exhibited little rater agreement: the Kendall’s index for both
groups was .29.
As potential remedies for increasing inter-rater reliability,
McGuire et al. (1985) suggested future research explicitly
define the methodological quality criteria and/or train the
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raters. The authors (McGuire et al., 1985) concluded “agreement about methodological quality is not easily achieved”
(5). They also urged others to continue investigating strategies for increasing rater agreement.
In the second study, Oremus et al. (2012) investigated
inter-rater reliability and test–retest reliability of 10 inexperienced student raters (three undergraduate and seven graduate
students). Similar to McGuire et al.’s (1985) study, student
raters’ initial agreement scores ranged from poor to fair.
Nonetheless, there were notable research design differences
between the two studies. First, unlike the McGuire et al.
study (1985), in the study by Oremus et al. (2012), student
raters received a 90-min training on two rating scales, the
six-item Jadad Scale for randomized controlled trials (RCTs)
and the Newcastle–Ottawa Scale (NOS) for observational
studies, which students would subsequently use for rating
their assigned original studies. Second, the Oremus et al.
(2012) study employed a test–retest design. Student raters
assessed the methodological quality of each assigned study
twice. The second quality assessment occurred after a
2-month interval. Inter-rater reliability scores on the retest
phase ranged from fair to excellent. Third, Oremus et al.
(2012) did not compare the reliability between inexperienced
student raters and experienced or expert raters. Concluding,
the authors suggested a practice component (“pilot phase”)
following the rater training, where inexperienced raters
might assess the methodological quality of a subsample of
original studies (Oremus et al., 2012, p. 2).

The MQQ
The previous section argued for the importance of the systematic review as a knowledge development tool, along with
the importance of investigating error and bias as sources of
distorted interpretations. Here, the development and theoretical platform of the MQQ are presented as grounds for claims
that the MQQ adequately measures original study quality.
Accordingly, the MQQ is also a proper instrument for assessment of inter-rater reliability and rater bias.
The following instruments and standards informed the
construction of the MQQ: the Jadad scale (Jadad et al., 1996),
the methodological quality scoring system matrix (Goodson
et al., 2006), and standards for reporting research published
by both the American Psychological Association (APA,
2020) and the American Educational Research Association
(AERA, 2006).
Three core assumptions underlie the MQQ’s development. First, reporting standards for research (the MQQ criteria) used by major research associations (e.g., AERA) align
with the dimensions of methodological quality. Second, the
MQQ’s scaling method (two-part dichotomous or binary rating scale [yes–no; agree–disagree]) quantitatively captures/
summarizes empirical studies’ methodological quality. Third,
training raters to utilize the MQQ improves the measurement
of methodological quality by minimizing rater differences,
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error, and bias; keeping rater response probabilities constant;
and affording a platform for capacity building.
Validity theory is the theoretical polestar for the MQQ
(see Kane, 2009, 2006; Messick, 1993). Messick defined
validity as “integrative and evaluative judgment of the degree
to which empirical evidence and theoretical rationales
support the adequacy and appropriateness of inferences
and actions on test scores or other modes of assessment”
(Messick, 1993, p. 13). The conceptual model of the MQQ
depicts the relationship between the nine criteria as indicators of methodological quality and evidence validity. Hence,
the degree of methodological quality, reported as criterion
scores and total Methodological Quality Score (MQS), is a
measure of support for the adequacy and appropriateness of
the interpretation of the findings both at the micro level
(individual original study) and the macro level (synthesis of
the body of evidence—multiple studies).
The MQQ scoring system comprises nine criterion scores,
with lower scores reflecting lower quality. The nine criterion
scores are summed to produce one composite score—the
MQS (see Supplemental Appendix A).
Each criterion is assessed on a dichotomous rating scale,
consisting of two sequentially ordered tasks or items. Task 1
is a “yes–no” question (e.g., “Was the construct or phenomenon of interest theoretically or conceptually defined?”) valued at 1 (“yes”) or 0 (“no”) points with no in-between or
partial credit points. Task 2, completed only if the rater
marked “yes” to the first task, is an “agree–disagree” extension statement (e.g., “The characteristics of the construct of
interest or the relationship between the parameters were
clearly defined.”) valued at 2 (“agree”) or 0 (“disagree”)
points. Tasks 1 and 2 include a short-statement rationale for
supporting raters’ responses. When raters mark “yes” or
“agree” responses, they also note in the rationale section the
page number from the original study supporting their
response. The question and extension statement format provide transparency and minimize raters’ inferences about each
criterion when applied to a particular study. The scores on
each of the tasks are summed to form the total points for each
criterion. The total potential points for each criterion were
“0” (lowest score), “1,” or “3” (maximum score). The MQS,
the composite score—the sum of all criteria scores—ranged
from 0 to 27 points.
The nine MQQ criteria are as follows: (a) theoretical or
conceptual definition of the focal variable(s) or construct(s);
(b) operational definition of the focal variable(s) or
construct(s); (c) research design; (d) sampling design; (e)
sample; (f) reliability and validity evidence in quantitative
studies or trustworthiness, credibility, and dependability in
qualitative studies1; (g) data analysis; (h) implications for
practice (topic-specific); and (i) implications for policy
(topic-specific). Criteria eight and nine offer problem-specific flexibility. These criteria allow us to contextualize the
MQQ by considering research standards related to the problem or topic and characteristics of the problem/topic being
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investigated. In addition to the MQQ rating scale, we developed a structured training and checklist for guidance when
completing the MQQ (See Supplemental Appendix A).
The rationale for selecting the nine criteria lies in their
alignment with Journal Article Reporting Standards (JARS;
APA, 2020) and Standards for Reporting on Empirical Social
Science Research (APA, 2020). Each standard, vetted by
expert committees from professional organizations, synthesizes theory-based criteria and best practices in reporting scientific inquiry. The MQQ criteria, drawn from these standards,
provide a framework, via a questionnaire format, for reviewers to critically appraise the methodological quality of individual empirical studies in systematic reviews. Because study
paradigm (e.g., qualitative, quantitative, and mixed methods)
is not one of the nine criteria, all studies regardless of paradigm are given equal footing. An expert committee of
researchers and systematic reviewers in higher education
(disciplines: health education/promotion, social work, and
educational psychology) vetted the MQQ’s nine criteria and
provided feedback throughout the development process.
To date, five systematic reviews (Acosta & Garza, 2011;
Acosta et al., 2020; Huerta & Garza, 2019; Miller et al.,
2018; Scott et al., 2018) have employed or adapted the MQQ
for critically appraising study quality. Reliability evidence
from three reviews consisted of percentage of rater agreement and a statistical measure of inter-rater agreement. In
each systematic review, raters independently assessed and
assigned MQS points to the studies. Percentage of rater initial agreement on the three reviews ranged from 81% to 85%.
Although all three systematic review teams used consultations to determine final scores, after the systematic review
published in 2011, the first author developed a training module for systematic review teams to employ when assessing
study quality.

Purpose and Research Questions
To assess whether structured training can increase accuracy
and minimize bias when judging original study quality, we
designed a case study to (a) investigate performance variability when novice raters critically appraise study quality,
employing a group of second year doctoral students who had
no systematic review experience and (b) determine these raters’ readiness for assessing study quality independently
using the MQQ rating scale after participating in the training.
To guide the present case study, two questions were posed:
1.

2.

After receiving training, will novice raters, using the
MQQ rating scale, accurately identify different levels
of methodological quality in studies drawn from a
systematic review when compared to identification
carried out by experts?
What do raters’ agreements (i.e., hits) with the expert
scores on individual criteria reveal about (a) the

MQQ training effectiveness for novice reviewers and
(b) areas for improving the MQQ training?

Method
Participants
This study used a convenience sample of doctoral students
recruited through flyers and snowball sampling. The final
sample consisted of 14 graduate students, from a university
in the southwestern region of the United States. Participating
doctoral students should have completed a minimum of 1
year in their doctoral programs but not be in the final semester before graduation. Participants represented the following
programs/departments: architecture (n = 1), computer science (n = 2), education (n = 3), engineering (n = 6), health
education (n = 1), and performance studies/liberal arts
(n = 1). The sample was mostly male (71%; n = 10).
English was the mother tongue of 21% (n = 3) of the sample; for 79% (n = 11), English was the second language.
None of the participants had prior experience with systematic reviews.

Rating Instrument
Students applied the MQQ for critically appraising original
study quality. Lower scores represented lower quality. See
the previous section for a discussion of the development,
composition/structure, and theoretical underpinnings of the
MQQ.

Study Design
The training consisted of a two-step process, described in
Table 1. In Step 1—training—1 week before the face-to-face
training, the training facilitator e-mailed to participants the
MQQ rating scale and a published study, which had been
previously evaluated by an expert reviewer. The facilitator
asked participants to use the MQQ instrument to assess the
quality of the study before the training. Later, participants
attended a 2-hr (face-to-face) meeting in which the facilitator
and the participants compared their scores to the expert’s
scoring of the study. They discussed in detail their “hits” and
“misses” (agreements and disagreements). In Step 2—data
collection—participants were randomly assigned an original
empirical study, independently assessed the study’s quality
using the MQQ, and completed a feedback survey.

Two-Step Training Process
Step 1. During the face-to-face meeting with study participants, the trainer (main author) explained the study purpose,
distributed consent forms (to have their ratings analyzed and
presented in this article), and gave participants the training

Acosta et al.
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Table 1. MQQ Training Stages.
Stage

Activities

Review:
Foundational
Knowledge

1. Agenda: Overview of training and
study
•• Introductions—trainer and
participants
•• Explanation of IRB consent
forms and participant signatures
•• Description of the training plan
and its components

Practice Rating
a Study:
Formative
Assessment

1. Before Rating: Pre-appraisal
•• Strategies for reading the
practice research study
efficiently to understand the
issues, concepts, and context
of the study topic (e.g., using
word search, prioritizing the
reading sequence of study report
sections
•• Understanding the structure of a
research study (report) vis-à-vis
the nine criteria: where to find
each MQQ criterion (e.g., C5
Sample) within the published
research study report

Post-Training
Evaluation:
Summative
Assessment

1. Data Collection: Rating assigned
study
•• Raters randomly assigned to
review a study with either high
MQS, middle MQS, or low MQS
•• Instructions for rating assigned
study
•• Instructions for submitting
completed MQQ protocol and
feedback survey

2. Background: Understanding
systematic review process
•• What is a systematic review?
•• How do systematic reviews, as
a form of scientific inquiry, differ
from other research reviews?
•• Why measure methodological
quality?
•• What is the conceptual model
for the MQQ rating scale?
•• How was the MQQ developed?
2. Application: Rating the study
•• Review the MQQ checklist
(guide for rating)
•• Procedures for rating the study
individually on each criterion
•• Rate study on each criterion
individually and write rationales
and page numbers for talk-aloud
and follow-up discussion

2. Reactions: Feedback and reflections
•• Participants’ responses to
feedback survey
•• Trainer’s notes and/or reflection
log

3. MQQ rating scale: Criteria and
scoring
•• Operationalization of
methodological quality—MQQ
nine criteria and descriptors.
•• Describing the MQQ scoring
system: criterion scores and total
score (MQS)
•• Rating methodological quality
using the MQQ: how to
complete the MQQ rating scale
3. Diagnostics: Feedback
•• Talk-aloud strategy: using
criterion rationales to make
explicit participants’ thinking to
the trainer and other participants
•• Example of rationale—
•• Excerpt: “I don’t see a specific
research design named . . . first
sentence says, ‘research projects
designed to document the impact
. . . ’ There must be some kind of
design, but it’s not named!” (C3
Research design)
•• Follow-up discussion: questions
initiated by participants, probing
questions from the trainer,
participant reflections on rating
process, and areas of confusion
and clarity
3. Analysis: MQQ criterion and MQS
scores
•• Comparison of group MQS
scores (high MQS, middle MQS,
and low MQS) to expert score
•• Comparison of individual MQS
and criteria scores to expert
score

Note. MQQ = Methodological Quality Questionnaire; C = Criterion on the MQQ; IRB = Institutional Review Board; MQS = Methodological Quality
Score.

materials. These comprised the following: a paper copy of
the training module PowerPoint slides, the MQQ criteria in
the form of a checklist, and the practice assessment activity
(training stimuli)—a published empirical study previously
appraised in a systematic review. The training, summarized
in a PowerPoint file, consisted of three parts: Part 1, an overview of the MQQ: construction and development, 9-criteria
rating scale, and scoring system; Part 2, practice: how to use
the MQQ for rating the original study included in the training
materials; and Part 3, instructions for rating the randomly
assigned studies individually.
Step 2. Three original studies, drawn from a systematic review
on the topic of high-stakes testing (Acosta et al., 2020), were

categorized as high-, intermediate-, or low-level quality. These
studies were previously rated by expert systematic reviewers
and quantified in a total methodological quality score (MQS;
see Acosta et al., 2020). Afterward, each participant was randomly assigned one study representing one of the three categories. The three selected studies included the following: (a)
high-level quality: one study rated at 27 points (the maximum
possible MQS); (b) intermediate-level quality: one study rated
at 22 points, MQS at or above the median score (21 points;
also, called the median threshold of the eligible original
studies from the systematic review on high-stakes testing);
and (c) low-level quality: one study rated at 16 points
(MQS below the median threshold). Raters were identified
by number (1–14) and study quality category (H = high,
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I = intermediate, L = low; for example, R8I = rater 8 who
assessed a study from the intermediate category).
The number of raters by quality category was as follows:
high-level quality (n = 4), intermediate-level quality (n = 5),
and low-level quality (n = 5). Raters were instructed to use
the MQQ for independently assessing the methodological
quality of their assigned study. Within 24 hr after completing
the training, each participant received an e-mail with three
documents: the MQQ, a feedback form about the study
assessment process, and a copy of the published study to be
rated. After encrypting the completed MQQ and feedback
form, participants sent the completed MQQ coding sheet and
the feedback form to the trainer via e-mail. Participants had
1 week from the day of face-to-face training to return the
completed documents. No face-to-face meetings with the
participants either in groups or individually occurred during
Step 2.

Statistical Analysis
The criteria and methodological quality scores of the expert
and novice reviewers were compared (see Table 2; here, the
term “expert” or “expert score” refers to the final MQQ
scores from the high-stakes systematic review). In that systematic review, two raters independently assessed each eligible study with discrepant scores resolved by a third rater. In
essence, the expert score was the benchmark for comparing
and evaluating the novice raters’ MQQ scores. Note that the
rating scores for each of nine criteria range from 0 to 3 and
were in an ordinal scale. As a result, all experts and novices
had nine scores corresponding to nine criteria. Simple statistics for measuring agreement and correlation were computed
between novices’ and expert’s nine scores: percentage of
agreement (POA), Kappa coefficient, and Kendall’s tau-b
correlation. The POA was computed by taking the number of
agreements and dividing that by the total number of criteria
(or the total number of possible agreements). The POA was
provided to generally describe the agreement between raters
(Kline, 2005).
Kappa coefficient was computed to inform the inter-rater
reliability of categorical items between two raters (Kline,
2005). On the contrary, Kendall’s tau-b correlation is a nonparametric statistic of the strength and direction of the relationship between two variables measured on at least an
ordinal scale. Kendall’s tau-b correlation was used rather
than Spearman’s correlation because of the small size of
items in this study (Field, 2018). For the same reason, the
statistical significance tests on Kendall’s tau-b correlation
were not used.
Note that both the Kappa coefficient and Kendall’s tau-b
correlation were computed by using a bootstrapping
approach. The point estimates and corresponding confidence
intervals are presented in Table 3. SPSS version 26 was utilized for data analysis.
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Results
Critical Appraisal of Methodological Quality
Three statistics, including POA, Kappa coefficient, and
Kendall’s tau-b correlation, are presented in Table 3.
Agreement patterns between expert and novice raters’ scores
clustered around study quality category (high-, intermediate-, and low-quality). Thus, as study quality decreases, POA
also decreases. When assessing the range and median POA
of all the raters in each category, this pattern is clear: highquality category, POA scores ranged from 44% to 89%, with
a POA median score of 78%. In the intermediate-quality category, POA scores ranged from 22% to 89%, with a median
67%. In the low-quality category, scores ranged 44% to 78%,
with a median of 44%.
The Kappa coefficient could not be computed for the four
raters in the high-quality category because the expert in this
category assigned a score of 3 to all nine criteria, resulting in
no variation. As a result, the Kappa coefficient (as well as
Kendall’s tau-b correlation coefficient) between this expert
and novices were not computable. Therefore, only the POA
for novices in the high-quality category were examined.
Similarly, the novice R6I in the intermediate-quality category
had a score of 3 for all nine criteria, and this novice’s Kappa
coefficient (and Kendall’s tau-b correlation coefficient) was
not computable either. Similar to what was found on the POA,
novices in the intermediate-quality category had relatively
higher Kappa coefficients than those in the low-quality category (range: –0.050 to 0.625, Mdn 0.197; range: –0.071 to
0.571, Mdn –0.023; respectively). One novice (R9I) in the
intermediate-quality category and three novices (R10L, R12L,
and R13L) in low-quality category had negative values of
Kappa coefficient. (See Table 3 for Kappa coefficients.)
Regarding the Kendall’s tau-b correlation coefficient,
consistent with results of POA and Kappa coefficient, novices in the intermediate-quality category had relatively
higher Kendall’s tau-b correlation coefficients than those in
the low-quality category (range: .058 to .592, Mdn 0.325;
range: –.098 to .688, Mdn –.043; respectively). Three novices (R11L, R12L, and R13L) in low-quality category had
negative values of Kendall’s tau-b correlation. (See Table 3
for Kendall’s tau-b correlation coefficients.)
No patterns of agreement emerged when assessing students’ academic program or primary language (native or nonnative English speaker). Nonetheless, gender differences
based on POA did surface. Females comprised 29% (n = 4)
of the sample. Females’ rates of agreement with expert scores
(POA) ranged from 44% (education and engineering) to 89%
(engineering), with a mean of 56% (SD = 22%) and a median
of 44%. Males’ POA ranged from 22% (computer science) to
89% (architecture), with a mean of 63% (SD = 21%) and a
median of 72%.
Identical composite scores (MQS) among raters in the
same quality group could produce different POAs. For
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Table 2. A Comparison Between Expert Score and Novice Raters’ Criteria and MQS.
Study
assigned

Gender
Rater
F/M

High quality

R1H M
R2H M
R3H M
R4H M
Expert Score
Intermediate R5I
M
quality
R6I
M
R7I
F
R8I
M
R9I
M
Expert Score
Low quality
R10L F
R11L F
R12L F
R13L M
R14L M
Expert Score

Scores for Each criterion
ESL

Academic program

Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Architecture
Education
Engineering
Engineering

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No

Engineering
Liberal Arts
Engineering
Education
Computer Science

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Engineering
Engineering
Education
Health
Computer Sci.

C1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
0
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

C2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
0
0
2
2
2

C3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
0

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
0
2
2
0
2
0
2
0

C4
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
0
0

2
2
0
2
2
0
2
2
2
0
0
2
2
2
2
0
0

C5
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
1

2
2
0
2
2
2
2
2
0
0
2
2
0
2
2
0
0

C6
0
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
2
0
2
2
2
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0

C7
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
0
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
0
2
2
0
2
0
2
2

C8
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1

2
2
0
2
2
0
2
2
2
0
2
0
0
0
2
2
2

C9
1
1
0
0
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
1

2
0
0
0
2
0
2
0
0
0
0
2
0
2
2
2
2

MQS
24
23
15
21
27
18
27
25
20
9
22
23
8
18
18
18
16

Note. MQS = Methodological Quality Scores; ESL = English as a Second Language; F = female; M = Male.

Table 3. Agreement and Correlation Between Expert and Novice Rating Scores of the MQQ.
Study
assigned
High quality

Intermediate
quality

Low quality

Rater
R1Ha
R2Ha
R3Ha
R4Ha
R5I
R6Ia
R7I
R8I
R9I
R10L
R11L
R12L
R13L
R14L

Agreement with
expert scores (%)

Kappa coefficient

Kendall’s tau-b
correlation

88.89
77.78
44.44
77.78
55.56
77.78
88.89
66.67
22.22
44.44
44.44
44.44
44.44
77.78

—
—
—
—
0.143 (–0.105, 0.400)
—
0.625 (0.000, 1.000)
0.250 (–0.286, 0.786)
−0.050 (–0.241, 0.100)
−0.023 (–0.286, 0.280)
0.167 (–0.400, 0.640)
−0.071 (–0.500, 0.500)
−0.071 (–0.500, 0.538)
0.571 (0.100, 1.000)

—
—
—
—
.592 (.316, 1.000)
—
.548 (.147, 1.000)
.058 (–.475, .800)
.101 (–.500, .592)
.111 (–.477, .756)
−.043 (–.735, .604)
−.098 (–.632, .570)
−.098 (–.632, .617)
.688 (.175, 1.000)

Note. MQQ = Methodological Quality Questionnaire.
a
Kappa coefficient and Kendall’s tau-b correlation coefficient between novice and expert scores cannot be computed because either novice or expert had
rating scores with no variation (e.g., expert score in the high-quality group and R6I score in intermediate-quality group; see Field, 2018; Kline, 2005; Miller
& Lovler, 2016).

example, raters R12L, R13L, and R14L from the low-quality
group had identical composite scores—18 MQS points
(Table 2). Nonetheless, their POAs ranged from 44% to 77%.
Upon closer inspection, although the total MQS was the
same, the distribution of criteria scores across the MQQ was
different. This distribution of criteria scores can be investigated using simple statistics, such as the Kendall’s tau-b
coefficient. Accordingly, the MQS provides important

information about overall study quality but provides little
other useful information. Conversely, partial agreement
scores yield information about the patterns of agreement and
disagreement, which are valuable for formative assessment.
In summary, the raters’ MQQ scores provided two sources
of information. First, 43% (n = 6) of the novice raters’ POA
with the expert score was 78% or higher, and 57% (n = 8) of
novice raters’ POA was 56% or higher. In other words, more
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than 40% of the novice raters could identify and accurately
assess 7 out of 9 (78%) methodological quality criteria when
critically appraising original empirical studies.
Second, partial agreement on specific criteria provided
insights into novice raters’ understanding and/or confusion
about underlying constructs. One example is Criteria Four—
sampling design—where patterns of error occurred across
the sample.

Novice Rater Training
Structured training effectiveness. Evidence that structured
training was effective with the present study sample emerged
in three ways. First, the number of “hits.” After receiving
training and then independently rating an original study (corresponding either to a high-, intermediate-, or low-quality
level as assessed by an expert reviewer), novice reviewers’
assessment of quality agreed with the expert’s assessment.
On the completed MQQ rating scale, 43% of novice raters’
POA with the expert score was 78% or higher, and for 57%
of novice raters, the POA was 56% or higher. In the highand intermediate-quality groups, at least five raters’ POA
with the expert score was 78% or higher. In the low-quality
study, there was only one rater with a POA of 78%, while
other raters’ scores were 44% (n = 4).
Second, even when reviewing outside one’s field of training, raters in this sample provided evidence that they were
able to adequately assess the quality of studies being
reviewed. While 79% (n = 11) of raters represented academic programs other than education, all were asked to
assess education studies. Errors on criteria 8 (implications
for practice [in K-12 education]) and 9 (implications for policy [in K-12 education]) comprised only 23% of total errors
across the nine MQQ criteria. In other words, novice raters
from other academic programs could correctly assess methodological quality of original studies on topics outside their
disciplines/fields.
Third, completing each MQQ rating scale accurately and
completely according to the instructions is an important
component of the assessment process. All raters completed
the MQQ rating scale according to the instructions and scoring rules without error. Only one participant did not complete the rationales as instructed.
Areas for improving structured training. Improving structured
training is an ongoing struggle to achieve a balance between
essential and non-essential information, maximize learning,
and support behavior change. Two areas for improving structured training and minimizing error and bias emerged from
case study data and trainer’s notes. First, the practice phase
of the training should include a study exhibiting low quality
and other studies representing different paradigms (e.g.,
qualitative and mixed methods).
Second, capacity building: the trainer should review and
address potential misunderstandings and confusions about

SAGE Open
concepts such as the difference between sample and sampling design or between research design and sampling
design. Only one rater in the low-quality category correctly
rated Criterion 4 (sampling design). All other novice raters in
the intermediate- and low-quality categories rated Criterion
4 incorrectly. Two excerpts from Criterion 4 (sampling
design) rationales demonstrate novice raters’ confusion
about the difference between sample and sampling design;
for instance, “I guess the sample is. . .children and graduate
student teachers?” or “All sites used standardized tests.” In
both cases, the novice raters gave Criterion 4 the maximum
score of 3 points, incorrectly affirming that the sampling
design was described and described in enough detail to be
replicable. In contrast, experts’ score for Criterion 4 was 0
points.

Discussion
Findings from the present case study highlight the importance of systematically training novice raters to critically
appraise original studies in systematic reviews. First, this
investigation of error and bias was situated in the study
appraisal process. It was argued that systematic reviews, as a
methodological approach of research synthesis, matter
because they are a source of quality evidence for policy makers and practitioners. The argument for systematic reviews
was followed by explaining the development of the MQQ, a
rating scale for assessing methodological quality in original
studies. Finally, findings were provided from the present
case study where a sample of 14 doctoral students from various disciplines completed training activities and afterward
were randomly assigned one of three studies to assess independently. The three assessed studies represented one of the
three methodological quality categories: high, intermediate,
or low. Experts’ assessment scores were used as the benchmark, against which novice raters’ scores were compared.
Study authors expected the POA between expert and
novice raters’ scores would be high in the high- and lowquality groups. Nonetheless, agreement patterns mirrored
study quality rankings: highest POA scores and POA median
scores occurred in the high-quality category and lowest
POA scores and POA median scores occurred in the lowquality category. No differences in POA resulted from academic discipline/field or ESL status. Given the brief MQQ
training, findings from this study are encouraging and support training effectiveness, specifically building capacity by
increasing raters’ skill and knowledge about the critical
appraisal process.
Developing cutoff points or scores to determine rater
readiness for participating in systematic reviews is beyond
the scope of this study. Nevertheless, insights can be extracted
from the POA and partial agreement statistics about raters’
capacity for accurately assessing study quality. For instance,
a benchmark to indicate the need for further MQQ training or
professional development/coursework in research methods

Acosta et al.
might be any POA below 70% and partial agreement scores
that do not correlate significantly with the expert score.

Benefits of Systematic Review Training
What specific benefits or value does the systematic review
process and explicit rater training hold for graduate students
and faculty? Graduate students can advance their understanding of research topics in their discipline or field by conducting or participating in systematic literature reviews
(Armitage & Keeble-Allen, 2008). In addition, they can contribute to the literature by employing systematic reviewing
tools and skills (Jones, 2004; Owens et al., 2006; Perry &
Hammond, 2002; Tuijin et al., 2012). Moreover, increasing
students’ understanding of the systematic reviewer–rater
process promotes and reinforces a culture for inquiry and
evidence-based practice (Minnie et al., 2010). Such a culture
can foster novice reviewers’ critical reasoning and problemsolving skills (Daigneault et al., 2014; Minnie et al., 2010;
Sambunjak & Puljak, 2010) and support the development of
academic socialization within a network of mentoring and
research partnerships (given the team-based process of systematic reviews; Sambunjak & Puljak, 2010).
For faculty and educational researchers, the present case
study and the training guide (see Supplemental Appendix B)
serve as a heuristic for organizing and training systematic
review teams, specifically the assessment of methodological
quality. In addition, study authors anticipate that promoting
the systematic review as a research method and facilitating
the training process will help to raise awareness among current and future researchers about the importance of abiding
by reporting standards and their value as a benchmark for
quality reporting.

Contributions and Limitations
This article contributes to the research synthesis literature in
two respects. First, the present case study addresses the need
for rating scales, such as the MQQ, that demonstrate appropriate and acceptable psychometric properties. Second, this
study acknowledges the void in the research synthesis literature on the topic of rater training and contributes to the literature through study findings. Moreover, unlike previous
studies, the sample of graduate students were not recruited
from a course cohort; they were recruited through flyers and
snowball sampling technique to minimize the instructor
effect. Furthermore, statistics on rater agreement included
expert rater scores as opposed to calculating only the novice
raters’ scores. Third, the three-stage MQQ training activities
are described in Table 1, and examples of simple statistical
tests were provided for analyzing rater agreement. In addition, an MQQ training guide, based on lessons learned in this
case study, provides procedures and protocols for conducting
structured training that is explicit, transparent, and replicable.
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The goal of the training and its guide is to build rater capacity,
as well as minimize rater error and bias during all stages of
the critical appraisal process.
Despite these contributions, certain limitations must be
recognized. One limitation relates to the MQQ itself. The
MQQ uses published reports of original empirical studies for
assessing methodological quality. For studies published in
refereed journals, word limits may influence what is reported.
To compensate for this limitation, the MQQ criteria were
informed by APA and AERA reporting standards, which list
and describe best practices for reporting research in journal
articles.
Nonetheless, some aspects of quality might not be
reported in publications and, therefore, not be captured in
reviews. Ioannidis (2007) noted that study limitations were
often not acknowledged in scientific literature. Thus, omissions or lack of clarity in reporting study limitations or weaknesses might result in the potential for readers to misinterpret
threats to internal validity. Although the presence or absence
of limitation statements is noted in systematic review findings, they are not quantified in the MQQ composite score.

Conclusion
Sound decision-making demands accumulating knowledge
drawn from valid evidence, generated by applying robust
knowledge development methods. Appraising original study
quality via methodological quality protocols, checklists,
and/or scales is one approach for appraising the linkage
between research question, methods, findings, and interpretation. Hence, judging original studies’ methodological
quality is critical for establishing the validity of findings
from research syntheses and, ultimately, their usefulness.
Herein, study authors have argued for the importance of
rater training and developed a training guide for use with
novice raters. The intent is to encourage researchers and
doctoral students to conduct and/or participate in systematic reviews by providing tools—the MQQ rating scale
(Supplemental Appendix A), training guide (Supplemental
Appendix B), and rater training (Table 1)—so that quality
evidence might be generated, diffused, and applied in policy, practice, and decision-making.
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Note
1.

Saldaña (2011) explains the qualitative concepts of trustworthiness and credibility as components of the auditing process
in qualitative research. They provide the transparency necessary for establishing the “integrity and honesty” of the study
(Saldaña, 2011, p. 136). Trustworthiness refers to informing
the reader about the research process. Credibility refers to the
methodology employed to accurately reflect the story created
from the data. Thus, trustworthiness subsumes credibility
(Saldaña 2011).
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